A modular p-group is one whose lattice of subgroups is modular. Such groups were studied by Iwasawa in [6] and later by Huppert in [5] . Iwasawa showed that for p odd thcsc are the p-groups having no section isomorphic to the non-abclian group of order p3 and exponent p. A 2-group is modular if it has no section dihedral of order 8 and, cxccpt for the Hamiltonian 2-groups, these groups have no quatcrnion section of order 8 ( [7] ). A 2-group is quatemivn-free if it has no section quartcrnion of order 8. Such groups were first studied by Dornhoff in [2] . More recently, Ward ([9] ) has shown the following.
THEOREM IV.
Ik!ey non-abelian quaternion-free 2-group has a characteristic maximal subgroup.
One of the main results in this paper is an analogous result for modular p-groups. THEOREM 1. Let p be an oddprime and let P be a,finite nun-a6eliaa modular p-group. Then I' has characteris& subgroups P,. and Pz with @(I') 2; PI < Pz such that the full automorphism group of P cents-alizes Pp!Pl. .
It is not necessarily true that Aut(P) centralizes a factor P/M with .M maximal as in Theorem W, but at least Pz:iP, lies above the Frattini group WY* Section I is devoted to proving Theorem I and deriving corollaries of it and Thcorcm 13'. In section 2 vve apply thcsc results to the context of [a] and show 374 ?(HEOREMS 2 Am 4. Let .s be a saturated formation, /et p be a prime iz the support of 9 and let G be a finite solwbb group. Jf the p-S;ylozc subgroups of Gp are mo&lar (quate-rnion-free $p -=.-2) then thy are abelian.
l'hcsc theorems mean that the hypotheses of Theorem 2.9 of [J-7] ark Theorem 2.1 of [8] are artificially general. If the Sylow sllbgroilps mentioned are quaternion-free or modular then they must in fact be abclian. As a consequence, Dornhoff's 'l'heorem 2.9 dots not extend Huppcrt's 'l'heorem 2.2 of [4] . Moreover, our Theorem 2.1 of [a] is more accessible then originally supposed, since instead of depending on the decpcr results of Hugpert and nor&off (now extended and proved more simply by Kardj WC -map we Theorem C of [a], proved in a line or two by computing the transfer.
Throughout this paper, all groups are finite. Kotation is that of Iiuppcrt
11-c begin by proving Theorem 1. Suppose the theorem false and let I' be a countercxample of minimal order. Then 1' is a non-abclian modular p-group minimal with respect to not having a characteristic factor above G(P) ccntralizcd by every automorphism of P. It follocvs that P' is the uniclue minimal characteristic subgroup of P. Hence, P has class 2 and C&(P) :g Z(P). Sav .P has exponent p". Then I-" ~2 -inkcated ,Qi and CFi denote ,Qi(P) cJ-~(P). (Henceforth, unless otherwise and &i-,(P), respectively.) The mapping 8. . x --t .+' is en endomorphism of P, and @-l maps P onto O+, with kerne! -g-I . For each x in 1 -1 let n* = &iifl.
We choose a set of generators of P adapted to the problem. Z.'irst choose x1 ,..., .z', , y1 ,..., ys in P -Sz,, such that {.q* ,...) x,.*} is a basis for P an<! {xl-,...) x,*, y,,* ,..., ys"} is a basis for the (elementary abclian) group <JA-.1 . Now choose xi1 ,..., z,, in L?+, -Q+, such that x1) ,..., x,?, ylg,..., ys":, x11 ,..*: zIm form a basis for Q-, modulo Q-Z . (Clearly x1" ,..., ys" are linearly independent over J2-, , since q* ,..., ys" arc inc1ependent.j KO\V C~OOSC x,, ,..., zpvl in Q,-, -4-s such that .r,P ,..., x&?, y18" ,... > yaG", zr16 ,...: z,,O, z21 ,..I, "?;lrr. form a basis for J2,_, modulo L&5 . (A dependence relation among xp,..., ~~~0 modulo -C&,-.: would yield a relation among .qO,..., .zim module %, -I '1 Gontinuc to choose zij's in this wav :vith xdj E Q-, ---.!>l...i-l . F'inallv _ relabel the zlj's as z1 ,..., zt . We have I' = (x1 ,..., x, , y, J . . . . yy , x1 ,.., I xr> and (3~~~ ,..., x,*, yl* ,..., ys*, x1* ,..., zt*} is a basis for 4 ,, Since P is modular, Satz 2.3 of [5] shows that c@(P) ::= ~~l(l"j and that for every a and 6 <a, b)' .< &((a, b)) --:..: (a", b"). But (up, 61') is a'aeliar. and (a, bj' :< s?,(P). Thus (~1, b)' :.$ (a*, /P) /I I". Using the indcpcndence of the elements xi*, yj* and xk* and the fact that I" = <x1*,..., xr*), we have immediately the following facts: Let P2 = P, let X = P'(W1)-.l = (x1 ,..., x, , x1 ,..., at) 0r and I', = C,(X) = C',((x, ,..., 3,)) n CP(Qan,,). Then Pr and P2 are characteristic subgroups of P, and X < PI < Pz since P is not abelian. Say yI $ PI . For x in X we have [x, yi] = (x0 rr 1 -) v(j), bv (2) . Hence, for (r an automorphism of P we have xu in X and [~a, yj] I= [(AD) krly(j) = (x8~-r)vW~ = [x, y&r = [w, y+r]. Thus yj and yja lie in the same coset of C,(X) = PI . But P is generated by the yr's modulo PI . Hence P/I', is centralized by every automorphism of P and P is not a counterexample.
Thus it must bc that 19~~~ = P' and them are no yI)s. Let P2 = ~2~~~ and Z', = Z(P) n Q+, . Then Ur < PI . For each x in P and each j we have [AT, zj] -= (xF)~(~) by (3). J ust as above, u-e see that if CJ is an automorphism of IJ then Z, and ~,~a lie in the same coset of Z(P) for each 9. So c centralizes .P,;P, , smce P, = 2fl(x, ,..., zt). Because P is a counterexample, P2 -:-: .P, . and kQ*-i < Z(P). Thus each zj is central. COROLIARY 1. Let P be a non-abelian p-group, m&k i$ p is odd and qucztemion-free if p 73: 2. Let A. be a p'-group of automorphisms C$ P. Then A "fixes an element of P outside G(P).
Proof. By whichever of Theorem W or 'Theorem. 1 applies, i-' has a subgroup, Pr , containing CD(P) and an element x outside P, with .&A -:= I-'; and (,-PI) -4 = ,~;ti . It follows from Theorem I of i.?] that A fi~cs R member of xP1 . This result is an immediate consequence of Corollary 3 and Iwasawa's characterization of modular p-groups mentioned in the introduction. Ward ([a] ) has proved results resembling Corollaries 3 and 4 but somewhat more complicated to state. The existence of the group PSL,(2) with dihedral 2-Sylow subgroups shows that one cannot get a true statement by merely replacing "modular"
by "quaternion free" in Corollaries 3 and 4. As further applications cf Theorem 1 we prove three results due to Huppert ( [5] ). For the proofs WC make use of the following well known fact (") If Q is an abelian Sylow subgroup of the group R, then (1 n Z(H) n H"' = i. COROLLARY 5. if P is a modular p-SJJ~OU: subgroup of G and if p > 2, hen P n Z(G) n G-""' = I, where JV is the formation of nilpolent groups.
Prooj. Hy Corollary 3, W(G) has abelian p-Sylow subgroups and clearly G"" < W(G).
Rloreorcr (@(G))(l) has p'-index in O"(G), so that P n Z(G) n GAP < (Q"(G))!"'. Th us the result follows from (*), applied to the group O"(G). COROLLARY 6. Let P be a modular p-Sylou! subgroup of G and let p > 2. Jf Ql(P) < G, then G is p-solvable.
Proof. Since P is modular .Qr(P) := (x E I' : xp = l]. Therefore the hypothcscs of the corollary are satisfied by each normal subgroup of G. It suffices to show 01'(G) is p-solvable so by corollary 3, we may assume P is abelian and G =r On(G). But now consider C,(s?,(P)) = C. Then P < C 4 G, so if C < G we may use induction. On the other hand if C I-= G we have Ql(P) < P n Z(G) n G (l) =I 1 and this implies that G is a $-group.
(COROLLARY 7. Let P be a modular p-Sykm subgroup of G and let p > 2.
If K is the smallest normal subgroup zy G hazing p-solvable quotient growp, then K has no composition factor qf order p.
Proof. We use induction on I G I. Then it follows that we may assume K = G, an.d so Og(G) = G, P is abelian and K has no non-trivial p/-factor group. Let A-be a minimal normal subgroup of G. By induction G/N = K/N has no composition factor of order p. Thus N must have a composition factor of order p and so M is an clcmcntary abelian p-group. Therefore P < C(X) and G/C,(N) is ap'-group. This irnplics G = C&V) and N < Z(G) n G(l) n P contradicting (*).
COMHXTIONS WITIT .F-h3SIDUALS AND A ROUND ON 2-LENGTH
Our first result of this section is an application of the work above to the situation considered in [S]. ~HIWREM 2. Let 9 be a saturated formation and let p be an odd prime z"n the support of .F. Let G be a solzable group, and let P be a p-Sylozc subgroup of Gq. If P is modular, then .P is abelian.
Proof.
By Theorem 2.1 of [S] every p-chief factor of G below GF is g-eccentric. Ry Corollary 2, if P is modular it must be abelian.
To use Theorem 2.1 of [8] and Corollary 2 to prove a. theorem analogous to Theorem 2 with p -2 and "quaternion-free" in place of Lrmodular" we would need to know that GF has 2-length 1. Since the spmmetric group S, ha.s quaternion-free 2-Sylow subgroup and 2-length 2, we cannot conclude imrncdiatciy that G* has 2-length 1 whenever it has quaternion-free 2-Sylow subgroups. It will turn out, however, that under this restriction G"I has abelian 2-Sylow subgroups and hence does have 2-length ! after all, On.ce again WC shall see that the fact that a group is G9 for some G and .F imposes a strong condition on the group.
The following result will be enough to accomplish our ends.. Proof. Suppose G is a counterexamlle of minimal order. Then Or(G) =: G. Let N be a minimal normal subgroup of G. Then G/M has 2-length 1) X is a 2-group and N is the unique minimal normal subgroup of G. Since the formation of groups of 2-length 1 is saturated, N ${ @i(G) and hence N is complemented by a maximal subgroup M. Since ;rV is unique, we also have S = C,(W) = O,(G).
Let X be the formation of 2-nilpotent groups. Then 3" is locally induced by X(2) -= (I) and X( p) = 37 for p odd. Since Gz = Oaa'(G) :::: O"'(G), and since G has quatcrnion-free 2-Sylow subgroups, Theorem 2.1 of [7] tel!s us that every 2-chief factor of G is eccentric.
Let L!A' be a chief q-factor of G. Let 9 be the formation of a-closed groups-ones with normal 2-Sylow subgroups. Then and L/C,(A) is cyclic. Because KL acts irreducible on A, KLICKL(A) is a group of order 2=q with no normal 2-subgroup. It follows that r71 < 1 and I K : CK(A)I .< 2.
Because M = (A+z E No(K)), and because K acts faithfully on Nand is not cyclic, there is an x in .LV~(K) with C,(A) # C&P). Let h E C,(A) --CK(Ax), k E CI,(Az) -C&A), a E A -C,(k), and ZI E AZ --C,(h). Then as in Cast 2, (a, k) is a dihedral group centralized by the clement bh of order 4 and G has a quaternion section. This final contradiction completes the proof of the theorem.
With the aid of Theorem 3 we can prove the following analogue of Theorem 2. THEOREM 4. Let 9 be a saturated formation whose support contains 2.
Let G be solvable and let P be a 2-Sylow subgroup of G"^. If P is quuternion-free, then P is ubelian.
